Scalable Workday testing services
for your unique project needs
Talk to a Workday expert
To learn more about how we
can help with your Workday
testing needs, contact us at:
Workday.solution@alight.com

Alight’s testing services provide expert guidance around the
Workday testing process through proven and standardized
Delivery Assurance approved tools and methodology. Our
processes leverage best practices and lessons learned from
over 800 Workday deployments and 400+ currently supported
Workday customers. Regardless of your unique business needs or
where you are in your Workday journey, our testing services and
tools increase testing accuracy while saving you resources.

Decrease your testing timeline by 50-70% with testing automation
One of the largest resource drains impacting your organization during a Workday
deployment and the subsequent Workday feature releases is testing. Our Workday
testing automation technology executes test scripts created by our Workday
experts against your implementation or preview tenant exactly as if a user ran
through the same set of steps via the Workday user interface.
— Resourcing: Free up resources otherwise dedicated to testing for more
strategic tasks
— Consistency: Execute testing consistently every time, leading to fewer errors
— Repeatability: Allows you to perform the entire suite of tests as needed when
significant configuration changes are made.
— Documentation: Allows you to perform the entire suite of tests as needed
when significant configuration changes are made.

Expert testing knowledge for immediate benefits
Managing your test creation and execution may feel like something your team can
manage versus involving a partner. However, as teams become overwhelmed with
their daily tasks in addition to their testing responsibilities, these testing scenarios
begin to lose their integrity. Partnering with a Workday testing expert lets your
team leverage the knowledge and guidance of our Workday experts so that you are
quickly finding and resolving any configuration or process issues.

Scalable Workday testing services
for your unique project needs

Benefits of Alight’s testing services
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Increased testing accuracy
and timeliness of testing
cycles through automation
and Alight Workday
scenarios

Reduction in client
resources needed
to execute on testing

Real-time access to
test management health
through online reporting
and metrics

Potential reduction in
testing cycles

Tiered offerings to meet your needs
Because every Workday project and customer is different, we offer flexible options to meet your specific testing
needs across Workday deployments and release management support.
Advisory

Standard

Enhanced

– Alight delivers baseline testing
scenarios

– Alight delivers baseline scenarios

– Alight builds baseline end-to-end
scenarios

– Customer builds out scenarios and
executes tests
– Customer leads defect calls, manages
test execution and defects in the
testing tool
– Alight provides an integration toolkit
(includes testing approach, example
scenarios, integration tracker/ schedule
template, email templates

– Alight conducts configuration unit
testing scenario presentation and endto-end scenario workshop
– Customer builds out scenarios and
executes tests

– Alight manages integration testing

– Integration toolkit provided, customer
stages data, runs integrations,
executes tests and manages the sign
off process

– Core HCM

Functional area —
Financial Management

– Benefits

– Financial accounting

– Compensation

– Assets

– Payroll

– Supplier accounts

– Recruiting

– Customer accounts

– Time and absence

– Expenses

– Talent

– Projects

– Advanced
compensation

– Budgets

– Learning

– Alight executes tests

– Alight manages defects and testing
execution in testing tool

Available testing scenarios
Functional area — HCM

– Alight data mines and stages

About Alight
At Alight, our professional services provide end-to-end
partnership for your entire Workday journey. So, no
matter where you are, we’re ready to help you thrive.

Contact us
For more information or to speak
to a Workday expert about how
we can help you to get started with
Workday Extend, contact us at:
workday.solutions@alight.com.

